Asp
Glu

Negative AAs at pH 7
General

Lys
Arg

Positive AAs at pH 7

His

In general, hydrophilic residues are on the outside
of the protein, and hydrophobic ones are in the core

CLOCKWISE
"right handed"

All water molecules are on the surface
Three clases of
protein structure

Just alpha helices
Just beta sheets
Both (alpha-beta protein)
Alpha-helical - an array of at
least 7 transmembrane alpha
helical domains

Tertiary structure

Can be right
or left handed

ANTICLOCKWISE
"left handed"

Structure of
transmembrane proteins
Alpha helix

Beta-sheet a barrel of at least
19 transmembrane beta sheets

Bacteriorhodopsin

OmpA porin

In transmembrane proteins, hydrophobic groups
also present on the surface of the protein, to
stabilise interaction with membrane lipids

MolStruc
Size of balls is Van-deer-Waals radius
Hydrophobic - all R groups
are hydrophobic

Intro
Secondary structures

Hydrophilic - all R groups are hydrophilic

1 Armstrong = 0.1 nm
Biology molecules typically 0.2 - 1.2 nm in diameter

Three kinds

Amphipatic - one side is
hydrophobic and one hydrophilic

+ and - designate the rotation
of plane-polarised light

Each amino acid forms bonds
with the one 4 ahead
i.e.: the pattern is i and i + 4

Hydrogen bonds

Chirality

Roughly parallel to the helix
Average rise per residue is 0.13 nm
The average number of residues per turn is about 3.6

Hydrophobic - usually on the
interior of proteins
Hydrophilic - usually on surfaces
exposed to an aqueous environment

The faces
are either

The two faces of a set of beta
sheets can be different

Beta sheet

Approximately at right angles to the axis
Hydrogen bonds

The R-groups point alternately
above and below the plane
About 0.4 nm between residues
More than the average rise per
residue in the alpha helix

Most oxidised carbon at the top (COOH)
Most reduced carbon at the bottom (R-group)
Both going into the plane of the page

If it's on the RIGHT, it's D

Two types

(C) Daniel Guetta, 2007

Longest carbon chain arranged vertically
Arrange molecules as a
Fischer projection

If -OH group is on the LEFT, the compound is L

Antiparallel - point in opposite directions

Between relatively distant
residues in the chain

- is levantory

Data

Parallel - direction of beta
sheets from N to C terminus
point in the same direction

Typically found in the
interior of proteins

d and l designed the absolute
configuration of groups
surrounding the central carbon
- the refence molecule is
glyceraldehyde

+ is dextatory

Data

